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With over thirty years of tested field experience, Marc is a highly qualified and
globally respected senior security advisor and consultant. His frontline leadership
skills through active persistence in designing security architecture has empowered
Marc to diligently and practically apply proactive safety and security awareness,
methods, policy, strategy and tactics through subject matter intellectual knowledge
that only hard-earned experience can provide accreditation.
Marc’s proactive insight, culminating in successful operational methods of
protecting soft targets has proved to save lives and protect property using the
correct balance between people, procedures and technology.
After playing professional tennis for a short period, Marc thereafter served in South
African Defense Force, the Israel Defense Force and thereafter an extremely
successful career in the Israel National Police where he served as a detective and
intelligence officer. Marc established several elite tactical operational units in the
Israel Police Border Guard and the Israel Tourist Police.
As a direct result of the wave of terror and violent crime in Israel between the years
1999 and 2005 Marc implemented a unique program, named the “Secure Zone
Concept” into the tourist and business district of Netanya, one of Israel’s largest
cities, immediately after massive terror attack at the Park hotel in 2002. This
successful concept, (now globally known as Safe City) is used successfully around
the world in different formats.
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In 2005, Marc became an Israel National Police Spokesperson for Israel’s
disengagement process, where he interacted with hundreds of journalists from all
around the world. He has appeared as subject matter expert for well-respected
global publications and has appeared on many major International television
networks such as CNN, FOX, BBC, CNBC. He has advised and consulted to the
American Hollywood Production Company Spike TV for a successful documentary
series produced in 2010, focusing on countering terror in soft target areas like
event facilities, malls and schools.
Marc played a major role in creating and development training programs, including
his Secure Zone concept, for the Israel Police Foreign Affairs Unit advising different
Australian, USA, UK and several other Law Enforcement agencies including the FBI,
the DHS, TSA, NYPD, Scotland Yard, South African Police and others.
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Marc regularly lectures, as a key-note speaker in major global conferences, Marc
has shared his subject matter intellectual knowledge as well as trained and advised
on an integrated physical-cyber security architecture from planning to policy and
concepts to the use of advanced technology in different fields and scopes.

MARC KAHLBERG
Key Note Speaker
South Africa
Johannesburg- IQPC Conference on Counter Terror
2006
Pretoria - South African Police Seminar (FIFA) 2007
Sandton - FIFA 2012 and Beyond Conference 2008
Johannesburg Memorial for Fallen Israel Soldiers
2012

USA
Connecticut – Terrorism Liaison Officers Conference
2006
New York - NYPD Counter Terror Seminar 2006
Florida – Pembroke Pines Counter Terror
Conference 2006
Washington DC - Endowment for Middle East Truth
Conference 2011
Boston – Law Enforcement awareness Conference
2012
Washington DC - CUPIC - College and University
Police and Investigators Conference 2012

Israel
Tel-Aviv – The First Safe City Conference 2009
Herzliya – Experience Israel Security Conference
2013

India
New Delhi – Convergence India International
Conference 2017
New Delhi – DEFCOM India Future Digital Army
Conference 2017
New Delhi – Varindia Conference on Cyber Terror
2018
New Delhi – National Seminar on Cyber warfare

Thailand
Bangkok – IFSEC/POLSEC Conference on Security in
AESEAN 2018

Netherlands
The Hague – DIR Cyber Security Conference 2017

The security architecture and planning leading up to and throughout the 2010
Soccer World Cup hosted in South Africa, the EURO 2012 soccer tournament in
Poland, the African Nations Cup in South Africa and several other key events that
Marc has been involved in, have all proved to be successful security operations and
are witness to a prime example of Marc’s Secure Zone concept at work.
Fusing Homeland Security with Intelligence, Cyber Security and overall Safe and
Secure Zones is the focus and prime motivation for Marc’s ongoing quest to ensure
the delivery of some of the worlds most advanced safety and security concepts,
products and technologies focusing on the integration thereof into overall safety
and security solutions.
Marc has independently advised and represented several key Global Fortune 500
companies since 2006 on aspects of proactively making the world a safer and more
secure environment.
With a background career as a detective in intelligence units and vast investigative
skills, Marc has trained and taught leading analysts on public domain research for
investigative purposes and has achieved huge success in uncovering hidden and at
times life-saving information via the internet.
Marc was awarded a special medal of appreciation in Washington DC from former
USA Congressman (Lt Col Ret) Allen West in 2012 for his implementation of the
Secure Zone Concept into several major communities in the USA.
MK International Security Consulting (“MKISC”) was established and founded by
Marc in 2008 after he incorporated ISC Africa and ISC USA, both founded in 2006
into one company.
Marc, via his company MK International Security Consulting Ltd, is contracted by
the Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute to advance Israeli
technology and solutions in several countries and today MKISC currently is advising,
consulting and exclusively representing several leading American, Israeli, British and
other International companies globally.
The MKISC mission, has always been focused on providing innovative,
comprehensive practical operational solutions while ensuring personal safety and
security in all challenges where emergency preparedness, proactiveness and
prevention are the main scope.
In providing specialized equipment and technologies, always coupled by education,
knowledge sharing and training, we provide our customers with the most advanced
technology available and the ability to deliver tailor made solutions in a cost effective manner, always with our client’s interests and specific needs as priority.

